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BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED

(A Government of India Enterprise)
O/a CGMT, BSNL, Telangara Circle, Doorsanehar Bhavan, Hyderabad -500 001.
Lr.No. IT/FC-6/3-XVII/ JAO T&P/64
dated: 13-11-2018.
Sub :-Promotion & Postings in the cadre of JAO (on Purely Provisional basis)

under 40% quota for SC/ST Revi.ew batch and other left out candidates
consequent on completion of 4 weeks of phase I induction training commenced
on 06.08.2018 -reg.
@@@@

In pursuance of Corporate Office letter No.Irno.4-16/2016-SEA BSNL dated:29.08.2018 &

31.08.2018, the Chief General Manager Telecom, BSNL, Telangana Circle, Hyderabad, is pleased to

post

Sri

Raja

Babu

completion of 4 weeks

Chintalapudi

(HR.NO.199605769),

40%

Deptl.Candidate

on successful

JAO Phase-I Induction Training w.e.f. from 06.08.2018 at RGMTTC, Chenrai,

as "JAO on Probation" and purely on Provisional Basis, in the % GMTD NALGor`IDA against the

eexisting vacancies. lie may be directed to assume the charge as JAO on Probation" and Durelv
on Pro`risional Basis with effect from 19.09.2018 or on completion of punishment period which
ever is later.
1

Formal Provisional appointment orders will be issued separately on receipt of undertaking and

assumption of charge report.
2.

The posting as JAO on probation is subject to the successful completion of phase I Induction

training of 4 (four) weeks and they will be governed by all the relevant rules and orders as issued by
Corporate Off ice , BSNL, ND f rom time to time.

3.

The off icials are entitled for only actual transit time to the place of posting.

If the

candidates do not join the posted place immediately, their appointment as ``JAO on probation" will be

treated as cancelled.
4

The officials will not bring/attempt to bring any political or other outside inf luence either

directly or through the relatives upon any superior authority f or the change in the station of posting.
In case of any such inf luence, they will attract the provisions of Rule-5 of BSNL CDA Rules 2006 and
action will be taken accordingly.

5

The posting of these candidates on provisional basis is subject to the condition that no

disciplinary/vigilance case is pending against the official. In case, any disciplinary/vigilance case

referred in DOP&T OM No.22011/4/91-Estt(A) dt 14.09.92 is pending against any one of these
off icials or where in respect of any of these off icials, some punishment like stoppage of increment is

current, the matter should be taken up with the Circle Vigilance officer and the same may be intimated

to FC section, for f urther necessary action.
6.

TA/TP may be regulated as per the guidelines issued by BSNL CO vide OM No.19-27/2002-L

& A(PT) dated 15.04.2004.

7.
BSNL reserves the right to withdraw this offer or terminate the appointment of any candidate
or candidates, without assigning any reason, whatsoever.
8.

Candidates will have no right to claim the promotion in case any change occures subsequently.
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9.

This order is further subject to final outcome of various court cases pending before Hon'ble
CATs/High Courts/Apex Court.

10.
The GM/IFA of the concerned SSA may permit the JAO candidate posted to his
SSA/Unit, to assume the charge as JAO on probation and on purely provisional basis, only after
obtaining the undertaking (enclosed) individually in duplicate and one copy of the same should be
pasted in the Service Book of the official and to this effect, an entry may be made in ERP. A
copy of the undertaking may be forwarded to this office alongwith the Assumption of Charge
Report for further necessary action.

Necessary charge reports may be sent to all the concerned.

Encl : Undertaking

Gfr#+"a
(GVV. NAGAVALLI DEVI)

CHIEF ACCOUNTS OFFICER (FC)

Tel. No: 040-23203460, Fax:23204957
Copy to:
1.The official concerned.

2.The GM/IFA Nalgonda
3.The AGM(SEA), Corporate Office, New Delhi.
4.The AGM(Rectt/Admn)/ AGM(Estb),CO
5.The CGM, NATFM, Hyderabad

u N D E RTAKI N G

I understand that, my JAO Promotion based on the result Of the Limited Internal
Competitive Examination held on 17.07.2016 is purely provisional.

I a`so unclerstaLnd

tllat, my candidature for the said LICE may be cancelled without any prejudice due to

any future course of action by the Competent Authority.

I will abide by the rules of BSNL from time to time.

Signature ot the Card.idate.

Name a HRMS flo.
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